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If R denotes an open subset of EJ” (n = 1, 2,...), we define an algebra 5 (~2) which 
contains the space V’(f2) of all distributions on Q and such that C”(Q) ib a 
subalgebra of Z(Q). The elements of ‘?(a) may be considered as “generalized 
functions” on 0 and they admit partial derivatives at any order that generalize 
exactly the derivation of distributions. The multiplication in G (a) gives therefore a 
natural meaning to any product of distributions, and we explain how these results 
agree with remarks of Schwartz on difficulties concerning a multiplication of 
distributions. More generally if q = 1, 2,..., and f E y;,(lFd29+a classical Schwartz 
notation-for any G, ,..., G, E f (R), we define naturally an element f(G, ,..., G,) E 
‘5 (a). These results are applied to some differential equations and extended to the 
vector valued case, which allows the multiplication of vector valued distributions of 
physics. 
From the mathematical viewpoint quantum field theory is based on 
heuristic computations done on “objects” that are treated as if they were 
usual functions (of domain IR” and operator valued) from the viewpoint of 
multiplication, derivation, and integration. It is now well known that the 
simplest of these “objects” (for instance, the free fields operators) are 
distributions, but most of these “objects,” written for instance as “products” 
of distributions, remain completely mysterious. 
Remarks of Schwartz [ 131 prove that, if one has an associative 
multiplication with the usual formula for the derivative of a product, one is 
obliged to abandon either the usual concept of derivation of C’ functions or 
the usual concept of multiplication of continuous functions (let us note there 
is no problem concerning C” functions). The derivation in the sense of 
distributions is clearly used in quantum field theory so we shall keep it, and 
as a consequence our multiplication will only generalize the multiplication of 
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C” functions, that is to say P(Q) will be a subalgebra of L?(Q) but the 
algebra +Y(J~) of all continuous functions on B will not be a subalgebra of 
.??(L!). This fact might seem troublesome at first: in fact it will not be a 
difficulty for the following more subtle reason: some elements of 57(Q) admit 
an “associated distribution” and we shall prove that the classical product of 
several continuous functions is the distribution associated with their new 
product in P(Q). In this way the classical computations on continuous 
functions will agree in usual cases with the new computations in .Y’(n). The 
same will apply for the usual multiplication of a C” function and a 
distribution and for more complicated products of distributions used by 
physicists. 
Now we explain the idea that lead us to our concept of generalized 
functions. One first observes that the elements of the spaces a(G((a)) and 
‘ir(9((n)) of, respectively, the complex valued C” and holomorphic 
functions on the Schwartz space P(0) admit partial derivatives at any order 
in the variable x E R (defined in Section 1) and may be obviously pointwise 
multiplied, but from this last viewpoint, are not a generalization of the 
concept of a function on R (since J‘~,(.x) q(x) dx ifi o(x) dx # 
I f,(x>.Mx> Y( x > d x, in general). One then observes that the same remarks 
apply to the spaces 8’(8’(L?)) and X(8’(Q)) (&‘(a) = C”(0) according to 
Schwartz’s notations). At this point let us consider in these last spaces the 
equivalence relation 
where 6, denotes the Dirac measure at the point x. It is easy to prove that 
the quotient spaces are algebras isomorphic to the usual algebra a(a) of all 
C” functions on L?. Therefore this shows that, via an adequate quotient, a 
space which is not acceptable to be considered as a space of-in some sense 
generalized-functions on R may give rise to an excellent space of functions 
on R. Now it looks natural that our algebra P(O) will be a quotient of a 
subalgebra of a(9 (Q)). 
To simplify the notations we shall consider in general the case of a single 
real variable and even the case L2 = R; the extension to an arbitrary open 
subset Q of R” is immediate. We always use the classical notations of 
Schwartz’s distribution theory [ 121. For differential calculus and 
holomorphy in locally convex spaces we refer to 121. In Section 1 we 
describe or obtain a few useful properties of the C” functions over 8’(lR) 
and G(R), in particular we define their partial derivatives in the variable 
x E R. In Section 2 we define our space .Y(R) of “generalized functions” and 
we prove the inclusion of Q?‘(lR) into .Y(lR). In Section 3 we study the 
relation (already alluded to) between the usual product of the continuous 
functions and their new product in .Y(lR). We also study the case of the 
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multiplication of distributions by C” functions. In Section 4 we recover in 
the same way more complicated products of distributions used in physics 
and already studied by several mathematicians 11, 3-6,8-l 11, In Section 5 
we show that if q = 1, 2,...fE <V(R24) (i.e., f is a P function on RZy, 
which is slowly increasing as well as all its derivatives) and if G, ,..., G, E 
.F(R), thenf(G, ,..., G4) is naturally defined as an element of .%(R), which is 
much more general than the multiplication of the generalized functions and 
shows the richness of the nonlinear properties of our concept of generalized 
functions. In Section 6 we solve differential equations X’(t) = ia X(t). 
where a is a real distribution on Ri with compact support; this equation is 
chosen as a (considerably simplified) model of basic unsolved equations of 
physics and for its solution we already need an imaginary exponential of a 
real distribution. In Section 7 we define vector valued generalized functions, 
which give a meaning to the multiplication of vector valued distributions, in 
particular of the free fields operators. 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OFTHE C” FUNCTIONS ON &"([R)AND Y(R) 
If @ E a(?Y’(lR)), we denote by -d@ the function on R defined by 
(t@,@>(x) = ~(~.J 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at point x. It is easy to check that the map 
x+ 6, is Cm from R into a’(m). Therefore .d@ E g(R). We have the 
diagram 
&?(8’(R)) 
u \;: 
L(a’(R)) - K(R). 
Let L(a’(lR)) = BN(R) = B(R) since W(R) is reflexive and therefore the 
restriction of .d to L(a’(R)) . is in fact the identity map on a(R), therefore 
.(s(g(Z’(R)) = B(R). We define an equivalence relation in K(B’(R)) by, if 
@, 3 @* E qw’(RR>>, 
@‘I - *2 * @lV,> = @*((3x), VXE R. 
Clearly the quotient space is an algebra isomorphic to B(R). We set, if 
q = 1, 2,..., 
&‘q = cp E g(R) with j p(x) dx = 1 and j (x)’ o(x) dx = 0 
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One checks easily that &‘q is nonvoid: let Li E B’(iR), 0 < i < q, be defined 
by 
Li(cP) = j  Cx>’ dx) dx, 
then the family (Li},,GiGq is free in Q’(R), and spans a linear space Y of 
dimension q t 1, which therefore admits a topological supplement .H. 
Therefore 
!a:“(R) = g(R) = se’ @JP 
and the first element of the dual basis of {L,,,..., L,} is in <@‘q. There are also 
more elementary proofs of the nonvoidness of -tpq, but this one will be used 
in forthcoming papers. If @ E %@‘q, E > 0, and x E 1R, we set 
1.1. Remark. In the case of R”, i E N” and we define &‘q with 1 < 
1 iI < q. Then we set o,,,(A) = (I/(E)“) q((A - X)/E). 
1.2. PROPOSITION. If@E8(8’(R)) and Q-0, ifrpEsfq, thenforany 
compact subset K of [R there are c > 0 and r > 0 such that 
I wP,,,)l < c(&Y+ I 
ifO<e<~undxEK. 
ProoJ From the mean value theorem [2, 1.3.21 
w%,J - WJ E -?;o,,, 1 { @‘@, + a%,, - 6,)) x c&J - 4) I- 
Since @(a,) = 0 and since the set {S, + t(cp,,, - BX)}XEK,OG,G ,,OCE( 1 is 
bounded in a’(R), therefore relatively compact, and since 4’ is continuous 
(&?‘(iR) is a Silva space, see [2, 0.6.9 and 1.1.61) it sufftces to prove that 
there is a bounded subset B of a’(R) such that 
P E,X - 6, E (E)~+’ B. 
If f E B(R) and q~ E &‘q, 
(v,,, - a,, f > = j [f (1) - f(x)1 ul,,x@> dA 
since I cp,,,(A) dA = 1. The change of variable ,U = (A - X)/E gives 
be,,- bf)=j (f(x +w) -f(x))dcl)d~. 
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Taylor’s formula applied to f gives 
(ul,,, - 6.v f) = ,g, $Slx’(x) / (4” V(P) 4 
+ J r,(~)(w)‘+ ’ cab> 4, 
where, if supp v, c [--a, +a] 
Since cp E dq, 
Let K’ be a compact subset of R which contains K in its interior and let 
q > 0 be the distance from K to the complement of K’. We set 
V= (JE 8(R) such that ,sEuKs ]f’q”‘(y)] ( 1 }. 
Here V is a 0 neighborhoud in Z(R). If x E K and 0 < E ( q/a, we have 
Kc%,, - 6x7 SI G c@Iq+ ’ 
with C > 0 independent on f f V; therefore if B is the polar set of V, 
rp E,X - 6, E C(E)~+ ’ B. 1 
We know that @(lR) is contained and dense in B’(lR). Since &“(lR) is a 
Silva space the C”O functions on a’(R) are continuous ([2,0.6.9 and 1.1.6]), 
therefore the restriction map 
qcz’(R)) -I-, a(qR)) 
@ ww) 
is injective and we therefore consider that Z(Z”(ll?)) is contained in ~(@((IR)) 
via the map r. Now we define the concept of derivative in the variable x E R 
of the elements of g(a’(R)) and B(g(lR)). 
1.3. DEFINITION. If Q, E g(g(R)), we define an element (d/dx)@ of 
a(Q(m)) by 
( ) -$J (v>=-@‘(v) ($8). 
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where cp ranges over g(lR) and, where G’(q) E L(GY(R)) is the derivative of 
@ at the point cp E g(lR). 
If C@ E g’(lR), then one recovers the usual definition of Schwartz’s 
distribution theory. If C? E a(~??‘(iR)), then a, ranges in B’(R) and 
((d/W@) E a(a’(R)). 
1.4. PROPOSITION. rf @ E cF(cF’(R)), then d((d/dx)@) = (d/dx)(d@), 
that is, the x derivative in cZ’(~‘(IF?)) corresponds, via sf, to the derivative in 
B(R)* 
ProoJ: If @ E E”(B’(lR)), 
(d (-g @)) (xl = (-$ @) (6x)= -@‘VJ ($6,). 
We have 
From the mean value theorem applied to C@ E Z(Z’(R)), 
-+s- S,)(q) = + (q$x + C) - P(X)) -+ (-& 9) (xl if 6-j 0
and this convergence is uniform for any fixed x when cp ranges in any 
bounded subset of B(iR). Therefore 
in k?‘(lR) if <-+ 0 and for any fixed x. Therefore 
(& WV) 6) = -@‘(6,)) (-g 6,). m 
1.5. Remark. From Definition 1.3 one computes immediately the 
successive derivatives (dk/dxk)@, k = 2, 3,..., and one has the formula for the 
derivation of a product (d/dx)(@, Q2) = ((d/k) Qol) Qz + @,((d/dx) @J, 
therefore Leibnitz formula for the computation of (dk/dxk)(@, @& holds. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALGEBRA.Y(R)OF 
GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS ON R 
2.1. DEFINITION. If @ E rz(~(R)), we say that Cp is moderate if for 
every compact subset K of R and every k = 0, 1, 2,..., there is an N E N such 
that 
VcpEdN 3c> 0 and q > 0 such that 1 (&J) (9,.r)i <c (+I” 
We denote by &Y,,(g(iR)) the subalgebra of the moderate elements of 
B@(R)). We clearly have Z(GY’(iR)) c 8,,(G?(lR)). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Every distribution is moderate. 
Proof: Since this is a local property it suffices to check that any 
derivative (in the distribution sense) of a continuous function g is moderate. 
2.3. Remark. There are elements of 8(%~(lR)) that are not moderate (for 
instance, w  -+ exp(l (v(x))’ du), w  E B(lR)) and moderate elements of 
&7(9(lR)) that are not distributions (for instance, I-+ s (w(x))” dx, n > 1). 
Now we want to consider an ideal of 8”(63(lR)) containing ker M’. One 
might consider the ideal spanned by ker -d, but the following larger ideal is 
more useful: 
2.4. DEFINITION. We set 
.N  ^= @ E 8”(Q(R)) such that for every compact set K in R 
every k = 0, 1, 2,... there is an NE N such that, 
VrpEYt9qwithq>N,3c>Oandv>Osuchthat 
Clearly, ,fl is an ideal of 8”(9(R)), and from Proposition 1.2. ker ~2 = 
.d’n B(B’(R)). Any x derivative of an element of M is still inX. 
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2.5. DEFINITION. We have 
Here Y’(R) is an algebra and any x derivative of an element of Y(R) is still 
in V(R). Also g(R) is a subalgebra of .%‘(lR) since B(iR) = 
(g(a’(R))/ker ~8’) and ker JS?’ =,Nn ~(~‘(R)). 
2.6. PROPOSITION. The canonical map from g’(R) into ,v(iR) is 
injective; that is, a’(R) is canonically contained in .V(R). 
Proof: We prove that L@‘(IR)n.N= {O). If TEGJ’(R)n.Y and if IYE 
g(R), we prove that (T, v) = 0. For fixed E and cp the function x + (T, cp,,,) 
is C” on R and we set 
I= I (T cp,,,> v(x) dx - (K ‘I’>. 
Then 
Z= (TA 0 w,, ul,,,@>) - (1~0 Tx, v,,,@) v(x)) 
= CT, 0 1, - 1~0 L rp,,,@> v(x)). 
The change of variable Iz + ,B = (A - X)/E gives 
Z= (1, 0 Tx, cpt~u>(vtx - w) - w(x)>). 
Then 1, @ TX E @‘(lR’) and the function f, defined by 
f&(Pu, xl = cp(PNV(X - WI - v(x)) 
isin~(lR2).f,+Oin~(lR2)if,s-+O,thereforeZ-+Oifc+Oand 
(T, w) = Fz j Q-3 co,,,> ‘Y(X) dx. 
It suffices to use T E M, choosing v, E -“Pq with q large enough. fl 
3. A CONNECTION BETWEEN NEW AND CLASSICAL PRODUCTS 
In [ 131 Schwartz proves that there does not exist an algebra A such that 
@(IF?) is a subalgebra of A, the function 1 is a unit element in A, the elements 
of A are “C”” with respect to a derivation that coincides with the usual one 
in C’(R), and such that the usual formula for the derivation of a product 
holds. As a consequence our multiplication in Y(R) does not coincide with 
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the usual multiplication of continuous functions, although it does for C” 
functions. We denote by 0 the product in ,3(R) when we fear a confusion 
with classical products. As an exercise we first check (in particular cases) 
the differences between new and classical products. 
3.1. Remark. 
At x = 0 the difference between the two expressions is 
d=E2 ‘/44d4&. J 
From the proof in Section 1 that .d’q is nonvoid there is a o E .dq with 
J”,u J,uU( (P(,u) dp = 1, and therefore d = sz for this (o. Therefore x Ix/ - 
x @ 1x1 6Z ./‘ (if not, d would decrease like eqdN if v, E dq, for any rp and 
any q large enough). 
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If ~(-4) # 0 (which is possible if rp E Jq, see the proof that ,ti4 # 0), E, = 
(l/p) and xp = (1/2p), we have 
6 0 &)@,,.~ = M-t), 
therefore x @ 6,6C A. I 
Now we expose a very important connection between the new and the 
classical products, that will reconcile them in practice-although they are 
theoretically different. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let G E .Y(lR) and @ E ZM(g(R)) be given in the class 
of G (what follows will be clearly independent on the choice of @ in the 
class of G). If for every w  E S?(R) the complex number 1 @(v~,,) v(x) dx has 
a limit when E + 0 independent on a, E &q for q large enough and if this limit 
defines a distribution on R (when w  ranges in a(R)), we say that the 
generalized function G admits an associated distribution G, defined by 
It follows immediately from the proof of Proposition 2.6 that if T E g’(iR) 
and if we consider T in .V(iR), then T admits an associated distribution 
which is T itself. 
3.3. Remark. The generalized function (6J2 has no associated 
distribution: 
j @,)*(o,,J ~44 dx = j +T- (P (- t) )’ v(x) dx- 
If w  = 1 in a 0 neighborhood, and if E > 0 is small enough this quantity 
equals 
+j (P (-~))‘dx=~jMxN2dx 
which may tend to co when u, E dq, q arbitrary. i 
3.4. THEOREM. If f, g E @(IF?), their product f 0 g in .?'(I?) is a 
generalized function which admits an associated distribution and this 
associated distribution is the classical product fg E %Y(lR). If a E x”(lR) and 
T E g’(R), their product a Q T E .F’(lR) is a generalized function which 
admits an associated distribution and this associated distribution is the 
classical product aT of the distribution theory. 
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ProoJ 
j (f 0 dfcx) Y(X) dx - j-f(x) g(x) v/(x> dx 
= i U-(x + &A) & + w) - f(x) g(x)> co@> P(P) v/(x> dx d/t 4 
= I ftx>(& - EL + w) w(x - &A> - g(x) Y(X)> &A> diu> dx dA @ 
It suffices to apply the theorem of dominated convergence, and the result 
holds also, for instance, iff E LgC(R) and g E g(R). 
1 (a 0 WP,,,) ~(4 dx - CT aw> 
= (T* 0 I,0 I,, P(J) dP)MX - 4 - w) w(x - EL) - 4x> w(x))), 
hence the result if E + 0. 
3.5. Remark. We are going to see in the next section that this is in fact a 
particular case of more general products of distributions defined for instance 
in [9]. 
3.6. Comment. The usual products fg and aT are therfore, so to speak, 
“projections” on G’(R) of the generalized functions f 0 g and a 0 T, 
respectively. This reconciles our new product with the classical products, and 
shows how our new product of distributions generalizes in a reasonable sense 
the classical products. It follows from this subtlety that our results agree 
with those of Schwartz [ 131. 
4. A FEW NONCLASSICAL PRODUCTS OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
Various products of distributions which are not considered in Schwartz’s 
distribution theory [ 121 are used in physics and have been studied by several 
mathematicians [ 1, 3-l I] by methods of regularizations and passage to the 
limit. For instance, the following formulas hold (6 denotes here the Dirac 
measure 6, and ,P/xn denotes the principal value of l/x”) 
(2) 
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from which one obtains other formulas involving the Heisemberg functions 
S, and & (see [ 10, 111, for instance). Let us remark that formula (1) is of a 
very common use in [7]. We are going to notice that the way in which these 
formulas are obtained is immediately interpretable in the same way as in 
Section 3 for the more classical products of continuous functions or of a C” 
function and a distribution: the first members of (1) and (2) are elements of 
Y(lR) which admit an associated distribution which is equal to their second 
members. Notice that both (a)* and (Y/x)’ are elements of 55((IR) that have 
no associated distribution (see Remark 3.3), and so only the block 6’ - 
(l/n’)(.P/x)’ makes sense within distribution theory. 
Mikusinski [9] considers a sequence of functions p, E 6Z(IR) with: 
(a) suppp,-, (O} if n++oo, 
(b) h,(x>dx= 1, 
(c) Vk = 0, I,..., SU,?Y.R,~~N I(X)k+’ p;k’(x)) GM, < +a. 
Such a sequence (p,) is called a delta sequence and pn -+ 6, in @‘(lR). Let 
S and T be two given distributions on IR. If for every delta sequence the 
product (S * p,)(T * p,) E g(iR) admits a limit in G’(R) as n + +co, we 
define ST E B’(IR) as this limit. Then formulas (1) and (2) are checked in 
191. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let S, T E k2’(R). If the product ST exists, then the 
product S @ T E .Y(iR) admits an associated distribution which is ST. 
Proof: From Definition 3.2 one has to check if the formula 
1, = I (s, cp,,,XT, v, ,x> w(x) dx 
defines the distribution ST when E J 0. Setting 
P,(l) = (l/E) V)(-@I&)) 
one obtains a delta sequence (p,,) for any null sequence (E,). Then 
1, = .i (s, 3 P,(X - P)XT,., P,(X - ~1) v(x) dx 
1, = ((s * PJT * P,>, w>. 
Therefore it suffices to apply the definition of ST. 1 
In Itano [8] and Fisher 13-51, the delta sequences are slightly different: 
our sequences (p,,) have all the requested properties except that p, > 0 is not 
true: all the properties they obtain without the use of the positiiity of the 
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functions in their delta sequences remain true for us, in particular all main 
formulas. 
5. NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS OF ELEMENTS OF Z(ll?) 
If fE a(cq) (i.e., f is C” on 11?2q) and if @ ,,..., @(, E Z((Y(E)), 
A@, ,-..> G4) is the element of I”(.r/(R)) defined by 
vc/’ f(@,(vL @,W). 
We use the classical notation ~,(lR29) for the space of all C” functions on 
R24 (which are slowly increasing) as well as all derivatives. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. If fE /",(iR'9) and if Q,,..., Qp, E &b,(G(R)), then 
f  (@, ,***, @J E iqf(@ (rn)). 
Proof: Let A = (A, ,..., A,) E (IR2)q and 111 = 111, / + ... + I/z,/. Then there 
are p E N and c > 0 with 
From Definition 2.1, if K is a compact subset of R, there is an N E N such 
that if rp E A$, there exist u > 0 and c’ > 0 such that if 1 < i < q, 0 ( E < q 
and x E K we have 
Therefore 
We have 
and 
The verification is the same for all successive x derivatives of 
.I-(@, ,...1 @,). I 
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5.2. DEFINITION AND THEOREM. Zf q= 1, 2,..., if fE @M(R2q) and 
G 1 ,..., G, E .L%(lR), then an element f(G, ,..., G,) of .F(iR) is well defined as 
the class of the function f(Qp, ,..., Qq) if Qi E G,, 1 < i < q. 
If Gi E B(lR), one recovers the classical definition by letting v = 6,Y, 
x E R. Furthermore since, in fact, all computations are done in a(P(R)), 
after any choice of representatives of the involved generalized functions, it is 
immediate to check that these new objects satisfy the same rules of 
computation as their classical analogs. For instance if G E Z(R) and is “real 
valued” (obvious definition), then 
$ (sin G) = (cos G) ($ G]. 
Proof of 5.2. For simplicity in notations we limit ourselves to the case 
q = 1. If @r - Q2 E .A’., @,, Q2 E g’,(g(lR)), we want to prove that f(@,) - 
f(q) EM. 
If vwP,,x)> - f (@2G&,X))I 
< ,Nl If ‘(@l(ul,.X> + ~(@*GP,,x> - @,h,x)))l 
\ 
x I @lk%,,> - @2GP,,x>l* 
If x E K and E > 0 is small enough, if (o E -dq for q large enough 
If ‘(x>l G 41 + IxDP3 
I @i(rPc,xI G C(lIE)N1 if i=l,2, 
I @P,h%,.J - @2((P&J G CEq-3v2* 
Therefore 
and we obtain the desired majorization of Definition 2.4 for li = 0. Now we 
consider k = 1, 
& [f(@J - f(@2N(PE,X) 
= f ‘(@lh%.,)) ( (-g @I) (a,.,)) - f ‘(@2(ve.J) ( (& @*) w) 
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Therefore 
A majorization exactly similar to the one done for k = 0 gives the result and 
the same clearly holds for any k. 1 
5.3. THEOREM. Zf f  E Fp,(R 2q) and g, ,..., g4 E g(R), then f(s, ,..., s,> 
deJned in 5.2 as an element of F(lR) admits an associated distribution which 
is the usual continuous function x + f( g,(x),..., g,(x)). 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4 for the more particular 
case of multiplication. Therefore Proposition 5.3 shows that the 
computations on generalized functions still agree with the usual 
computations on continuous functions if one considers the associated 
distribution. 
6. SOLUTIONS OF SOME DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
A mathematical “object” of a fundamental importance in quantum field 
theory is the “scattering operator” which describes the results of the 
interaction between particles. It may be heuristically “defined” by the 
differential equation 
S’(t) = -iHy(t) 5’(t), 
S(-co) = Id, 
(6.1) 
where Id denotes the identity operator on the Fock space and, where HP(t) is 
the “interaction Hamiltonian.” Before the “adiabatic limit” is taken H:(t) is 
a distribution on R in the variable t with compact support and valued as an 
operator on the Fock space (after adiabatic limit H:(t) is worse). A 
considerably simplified model is therefore the scalar equation 
X’(t) = ia X(t), 
X(-co)=XX,E 6, 
where a is a real distribution with compact support. We denote by A the 
primitive of a-in the sense of distribution theory-which is null in the past 
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of the support of a (the variable t represents the time). Since the function on 
I?*: (x, y)-d is in &,([R*) it follows from 5.2 that the “object” eiA is a 
generalized function in Y(lR). Setting X= X,e”‘, that may be improperly 
written as X(t) = XOeiJ’ma(u)du, X is solution of (6.2). If t lies in the future of 
the support of a, X(t) equals the complex constant X,e”‘*‘). When f varies 
from -co to +co, X(t) varies from the initial condition X0 to the final value 
X 0 e’@“’ and in between X is a generalized function. 
6.3. Remark. There exist generalized functions with a null derivative and 
that are not usual constants: for instance, the class of Q(w) = J” (v(x))” dx if 
n > 1. This means only that, for a # as shown, @(cJJ~.,) does not depend on 
x E R. Such objects are implicitly contained in computations of quantum 
field theory, for instance, the class of 
Q(w) = ( (k’ + m2)‘12 eik”-*)y(A) I&) dk dp dA 
(m > 0, k, A, ,U E R) takes the appearance (by replacing w by 8,) of the 
“infinite quantity” 1 (k* + m2)“* dk. 
7. VECTOR VALUED GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
If E is a nonnecessarily commutative Banach algebra, we define our 
generalized functions exactly as in the scalar case, but this generalization is 
much too weak for the applications. A bornological algebra E is a convex 
bornological vector space ([2, Section 021) which is an algebra and is such 
that the product of two bounded sets is still bounded (such algebras are not 
necessarily bornological inductive limits of Banach algebras). The definitions 
of the preceding sections are immediately generalized to 
7.1. DEFINITION. We say that Q, E B(&?(R), E) is moderate if for every 
compact subset K of R and every k = 0, I, 2,..., there exists an NE N such 
that if p E ..dN, there are a bounded subset B of E and an q > 0 such that 
if x E K and 0 < E < ?,Y We denote by 8M(G(R), E) the subalgebra of the 
moderate elements of B(g(R), E). 
7.2. DEFINITION, We set 
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such that for every compact subset K of IH and for every k = 0, 1, 2,..., there 
is an NE N such that for every (D E .dq, q 2 N, there are q > 0 and a 
bounded subset B of E such that 
if 0 CC < v and XEK}. 
7.3. DEFINITION. We define the E-valued generalized functions by 
setting 
.F(R, E) = &@(lR), E)/4 4 : 
Then Z(lR, E) is an algebra and (dk/dxk) 3 (R, E) c .Y (II?, E) for any 
k E R\i. Assuming E is a complete lcs one extends immediately 
Proposition 1.2 and the surjectivity of .& (from 12, Theorem 6.2.1 ], 
L(g’(R), E) = ,ip(R) EE = g(lR, E) and therefore 8(/R, E) is a subalgebra of 
,TG (R, E). 
Important examples are given by quantum field theory, where it is well 
known that the free fields operators are distributions, not functions. We shall 
only consider the simplified case of a single scalar Boson field (the following 
will obviously remain valid for ail other Fermian or Boson fields). The Fock 
space F is the Hilbertian direct sum 
where s means that we consider the symmetrized tensor product. The 
creation and annihilation operators defined, for instance, in 12, Section 2.8 1, 
and denoted, respectively, by a’(v) and a-(v), if w E ,io(lR 3), are linear 
operators on F and temperate distributions in the variable i,u. Let D, be the 
algebraic direct sum 
(states with a finite number of particles) equipped with the direct sum 
bornology [2,9.1.1]. L(D,) denotes the algebra of all bounded linear maps 
form D, into D,, equipped with its natural bornology [2,0.8.8]. Then if 
w E L2(R3), it follows obviously from the formulas defining rz+(v) and 
a-(w) that these are in L(L),) and that, if w ranges in a bounded subset of 
L2(lR3), a’(w) and a-(v) range in bounded subsets of L(D,). 
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If w  E .y(tlR”‘) and f E R, the free field operator A,(w, t) is given by the 
formula 
2l”A,(y/, t) = u+ (k -i (kO)-“* eiko’(Fty)(-k)) 
+ u - (k + (kO) I’* e -‘“yeFly)(k (7.4) 
where k E R3, k” = ((k,)’ + (k,)’ + (k3)2 t M*)“~ (m > 0 is given), and 
(Yty)(k) = (2~)~~‘~ lR, e’kAy/(l) dA. 
7.5. PROPOSITION. For eech t E R and each n = 0, 1, 2,..., the function 
y+ (d”/dt”)A,(y, t) is a moderate eZement of L(~(R3), I@,)) c 
8(Gz’(R3), L(D,)). Therefore its class defines a generalized function 
(d”/dt”)A,(., t) E .?‘@I-‘, L(D,)). 
Proof: If q E -d,(lR3), k, x E R3, we recall that 
cp,,,(k) = (W3) v,((k - X)/E). 
Therefore one computes easily that 
2”2Ao(po,,,, t) = u’(k -+ (k’)- “* eik”‘e-ikX(.~p)(-&k)) 
t a-(k -+ (k”)-“2 e-‘““‘e’““(~~q)(ek)). 
One checks immediately that for any fixed rp E J,(iR3), the set of functions 
P -+ w3’* IPW)lO<c< I is bounded in L2(lR3). Therefore the sets of functions 
(k+ (&)3/2(k0)-“2 eikore-ikx(~~)(-ek)}O<E<l,XEIR~,IEIR 
and 
{k+ (e)3’2(ko)-“r e-ikofeikx(~~~)(&k)}o<E<,,XEIP~,,EDi 
are bounded in L*(iR ‘). Therefore there is a bounded subset B of L(D,) such 
that 
AOoPE,X~ t) E (E)-~‘* B 
if x ranges in R3 and t in R (a fortiori for x in a compact subset of R3 and 
for fixed t). Now we have to consider the successive x derivatives. This 
amounts to functions 
k + (k,)“’ x (k2)02 x (k$j x (Xq~)(ck) 
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for a,, a,, a3 E N. We have 
Therefore we obtain majorizations analogous to those given and we have the 
result for n = 0. The results for n = 1, 2,..., are proved in exactly the same 
way. I 
Therefore the multiplication of the free fields operators is now possible, 
and this result will be applied later to a mathematical explanation of 
classical heuristic computations of quantum field theory. 
ADDENDUM 
After he knew of this paper, J. Tysk (from Uppsala, Sweden) proved that 
other products of distributions defined by Hormander (Fourier integral 
operators I, Acta Math. 127 (1971), 79-181) and more generally Ambrose 
(Products of distributions..., J. Reine Angew. Math. 315 (1980), 73-91) may 
be intepreted in the same way as the products considered here in Sections 3 
and 4. His proof is very close to the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 in Tysk “On the 
Multiplication of Distributions,” Uppsala Univ., Uppsala, Sweden, 198 1. 
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